1. **THE BINDERY SASSAFRAS**

Vic., From the Gully. Watercolour, c. 24 x 15 cm., depicting timber cottage, with garden in foreground, flowers around the building, a woman standing in the garden, eucalypts in the background, dated 1909 and signed R. J. H., mounted, framed and glazed. Fitted to the rear of the picture is a printed label. This book has been bound by Margaret Chapman at the Craftsman Bindery, Sassafras, with red monogram upper left.

**An Anthology Of Australian Verse**

Edited By Bertram Stevens. Sydney, Angus And Robertson, 1906. Octavo, olive green reversed calf, yapp edges, watered silk pastedowns, stamped M. C. and dated on rear cover. An attractive relic from the First Australian Exhibition of Women’s Work, held at the Exhibition Building, Melbourne, October 23rd to November 30th, 1907, and complete with printed and manuscript catalogue ticket. This book was exhibited in the Book-binding class, by Margaret Chapman of the Craftsman Bindery, Sassafras. This was the largest exhibition of its kind ever undertaken in Australia. The exhibits are principally in the arts and crafts fields, and the catalogue includes early professional women artists such as Edith Alsop, A.M.E. Bale, Margaret Baskerville, May Gibbs, Ruby Lindsay, Ida Rentoul [Outhwaite], Jean Sutherland, Violet Teague, Jessie Traill, and the like. Together with six titles in bindings stamped by Chapman, and three bindings in the Chapman style (unstamped) from the same collection, including C. J. Dennis’s rare 1935 work *The Singing Garden*. An attractive collection of ten books and one watercolour, showcasing the work of Margaret Chapman, who established the Craftsman Bindery in Melbourne and later Sassafras. $4600

2. **Nancy ADAMS**

Saxon Sheep; A Novel based on the activities of the Templeton and Forlong families in the early days of Australian settlement. Melbourne, Cheshire, 1961. Octavo, pp. 247, decorated boards, dust-wrapper, previous owner’s inscription, a very good copy. $45

3. **Grant ALDOUS**

The Stop-Over that Stayed: A History of Essendon. City of Essendon, n.d. Octavo, plates, pp. x + 150, boards, dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $45

4. **K.S. ANDERSON**


5. **Hugh ANDERSON**


6. **William Henry ARCHER**


7. George AKDEN

Latest Information with regard to Australia Felix ... Including the History, Geography, Natural Resources, Government, Commerce, and Finances of Port Phillip; Sketches of the Aboriginal Population, and Advice to Immigrants. (Melbourne), Queensberry Hill Press, 1977. Facsimile edition, pp. ii + 118, one of 300 unpaginated, decorated boards, slight wear to top wrappers, a good copy. $75

8. John ARMOUR

The Diggings, the Bush, and Melbourne; or, Reminiscences of three years’ wanderings in Victoria. Glasgow, 1864. Octavo, pp. [iv], 53, iii, sewn in original pale blue lettered wrappers, title and preface with a few spots of foxing, upper hinge neatly reinforced, Ferguson 6119. One of five special copies signed by the publisher Peter Marsh, in his characteristic presentation binding. $250

9. Leigh ASTBURY


10. [Australia]

Australia 1788 – 1938. NSW, Simmons Limited, 1938. Folio, colour and black & white plates, unpaginated, decorated boards, slight wear to top and bottom of spine, a very good copy. $120

11. Australian Health Society

Third Annual Report read at the General Meeting of the Society held at the Town Hall, Melbourne, on 27th September, 1878. Melbourne, Sands & McDougall, 1878. Octavo, pp. 14, printed yellow wrappers, a good copy. $80

Includes a catalogue of the Society's library.

12. [Australian Men of Mark]

Australian Men of Mark: Vol I and II. Illustrated With Authentic Portraits. Sydney, Charles F. Maxwell, 1888. Two volumes quarto, half red roan, gilt and decorated, all edges gilt, bookplate, in uncommonly fine condition. $650

13. Marian AVELING


14. Lorna L. BANFIELD

Green Pastures and Gold; A History of Ararat. Canterbury, Mulka, 1974. Octavo, pp. xii + 146, plates, boards, with dust-wrapper. $50

15. Charles BARRETT


16. Charles BARRETT (Editor)

Gold. Melbourne, Castell, 1951. Octavo, pp. x+100, plates, with dust-wrapper, loosely inserted ephemera. $40


17. Marnie BASSETT

The Henty's: An Australian Colonial Tapestry. Melbourne University Press, 1955 (second impression). Octavo, illustrations, pp. 578, maps to endpapers, original cloth, dust-wrapper with chipping to edges, a good copy. $50

18. Weston BATE


19. Weston BATE

Lander's Watercolours of Early Melbourne. Melbourne, Library Council of Victoria, 1972. Oblong octavo, pp. x, 102, illustrated with 40 full-page plates in colour, canvass, with dust-wrapper, inscribed, protective plastic wrapper. $120

20. Charles BATESON

Australian Shipwrecks. VOLUME 1: 1622-1850 Including Vessels wrecked en route to or from Australia & some strandings. Sydney, A.H & A.W. Reed, 1972. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 267, boards, dust-wrapper, a good copy. $40

21. [Batman]


Documents relating to the police search for the escapee Eliza Callaghan (later John Batman’s wife) at Ben Lomond, and with other previously unpublished records of her at Geelong and elsewhere.

22. John BATMAN


23. [Batman, Fawkner]


24. Annie BAXTER


...a provocative little devil with a mischievous sense of humour, gossips entertainingly about her adventures... H. M. Green.

25. David BEARDSELL & Bruce HERBERT

The Outer Circle: A history of the Oakleigh to Fairfield Railway. Melbourne 1979. Octavo, black & white frontispiece and plates, maps, pp. 125, original boards, gilt, with dust-wrapper (spine sunned), a very good copy. Scarce. $175

26. [Beechworth]

Background To Beechworth, 1852-1952. Beechworth, 1952. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 64, pictorial wrappers, a good copy. $40
27. Guilford BELL
$500

28. Agnes Paton BELL
$40

29. Peter L. BERMINGHAM
$120

30. Col. S. B. BEVINGTON
$180

31. R. V. BILLIS and A. S. KENYON
$100

32. Geoffrey BLAINEY
A Centenary History of the University of Melbourne. Melbourne University Press, 1957. Octavo, pp. x + 220, plates (including two in colour), dust-wrapper clipped, inscribed by previous owner.
$45

33. Geoffrey BLAINEY
$70

34. Geoffrey BLAINEY
$40

35. L. J. BLAKE
$40

The Early Story of the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Victoria. Melbourne, Wesleyan Book Depot, 1886. Octavo, pp. 320, original gilt and decorated cloth over bevelled boards, spine slightly flecked, a very good copy.
$70

37. Harvey BLANKS
$45

38. Rolf BOLDREWOO [Thomas Alexander BROWNE]
Old Melbourne Memories. Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide, George Robertson and Co., 1884. Octavo, pp. 182, title-page with pale foxing, original yellowback pictorial boards to a design of Samuel Calvert, expertly rebacked, an attractive copy, housed in a handsome leather backed bookform cloth box, previous owners name inscribed.
$650

Scarce account of early Port Phillip. Brown's family arrived in Melbourne from Sydney in 1841, and the book includes an account of central Melbourne, as well as details of their settling at Heidelberg. After economic depression caused his father's ruin, Brown took up a cattle run in the Portland district in the mid-1840s. In his fifteen years as a grazier he maintained a home for his mother and six unmarried sisters.
He discusses the pioneers of Port Fairy and Portland Bay, and their properties. Ferguson, 1874, Sadlier, 260.

40. Rolf BOLDREWOO [T.A. BROWNE]
$300

One of the few Boldrewood stories in which the central character is a woman. The author stated that "Many of the incidents in it are really true and known to me as facts".

41. James BONWICK
A Sketch of Borondara. Melbourne, Book Collector Society of Australia, 1968. Octavo, pp. x + 40, original cloth, a very good copy. One of 250 copies, signed by Ian McLaren who wrote the Introduction, and by John Garnett the printer.

42. James BONWICK
$120

First edition limited to 250 copies.

43. James BONWICK
Port Phillip Settlement With Map, Numerous Drawings, and Letters in Facsimile. London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, 1883. Octavo, frontispiece in colour, plates and maps and leaves of facsimile, original decorated cloth gilt, with very slight rubbing. Ivo Hammet copy with stamp, a good copy.
$650

First edition, primary binding, of Bonwick's most substantial historical work. Ferguson 7252, Pescott 85.

44. James BONWICK
$60

45. W. H. BOSSEINCE
$50

46. W. H. BOSSEINCE
$40

47. Keith Macrae BOWDEN
$120

48. Keith BOWDEN
$50

49. Keith Macrae BOWDEN
Goldrush Doctors at Ballarat. [Melbourne], Published by the author, 1977. Quarto, pp. 125, with dust-wrapper, illustrations including plates in colour, a couple of spots of pale foxing. 800 copies printed.
$55

50. Keith BOWDEN
$65

51. [Box Hill]
Jubilee of the Box Hill Methodist Church 1883-1933. Box Hill, Reporter Print, 1937. Quarto, plates, illustrations, two maps, one folding, pp. 122, stiffened wrappers, small tear to the bottom of the spine, a fine copy.
$100

One map shows Box Hill churches, post offices, halls, and schools in 1883.

52. Raymond BRADFIELD
$45

53. Niall BRENNAN
$45

54. Thomas Francis BRIIDE (editor)
Letters from Victorian Pioneers. Melbourne, Government Printer, 1898. Octavo, folding map, pp. 325, a good copy with the usual slight spotting and marking externally.
$180

Ferguson 7385.
55. Thomas Francis BRIDE

56. Thomas Francis BRIDE

Illustrated with selected contemporary prints, portraits and photographs.

57. Roy BRIDGES
One Hundred Years. The Romance of the Victorian People. Melbourne, 1934. Octavo, frontispiece, illustrations, pp. 432, cloth, inscribed by previous owner. $45

History of Victoria issued to celebrate the first 100 years of white settlement.

58. BROADBENT
Eastern Half of Broadbent's Road and Railway Map of Victoria Including the Federal Capital Area. Melbourne, n.d. (circa 1950s). Large folding map on waxed linen, approximately 86 x 65 cm. $70

59. W.A BRODRIBB

Facsimile of the work first published in 1883. Edition limited to 100 copies specially bound (#40).

60. Mabel BROOKES

61. Richard BROOME, Tony DINGLE and Susan PRIESTLEY

62. P.L BROWN
The Challicum Sketch Book, 1842-53 and colour, maps and plates, outer and lower edges untrimmed, a very good copy of original cloth, gilt, without dust-wrapper. First edition. $265

63. P.L BROWN

64. Judith BUCKRICH,

65. Winston BURCHETT

66. Winston H. BURCHETT
East Melbourne Walkabout: Drawings by Geoffrey Borrack. Melbourne, Express Books, 1975. Octavo, pp. 64, pictorial boards, rear endpaper adhering at one corner. $60

Walking tour derived from a National Trust listing of classified buildings, and incorporating historical and descriptive references to people, places and events.

67. Basil BURDETT (Compiled by)
The Felton Bequests An Historical Record 1904-1913. Melbourne, Felton Bequests Committee, 1934. Octavo, tipped-in frontispiece, pp. 99, papered boards with wear to corners with rubber, annotations, a signed letter from C.G. Duffy to Lindsay glued onto inside of top board. $300

Daryl Lindsay's signed copy. Included is a copy of Bage's Historical Record of the Felton Bequests from their inception to 1922.

68. A. K. CAMPBELL

69. [Camperdown] Henry S. RANDALL
Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry. New York, Orange Judd & Company, 1863. Small octavo, pp. 189, fine copy in original cloth, with ownership inscription and blind stamp of W. Cumming of Mount Fors. $120

70. Michael CANNON (editor)

71. Michael CANNON (editor)

72. Michael CANNON
The Land Boomers. Melbourne, Thomas Nelson, 1986. Octavo, illustrated, pp. 336, boards with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $60

New illustrated edition.

73. Michael CANNON

74. Michael CANNON (Editor)

75. Michael CANNON (Editor)

76. Michael CANNON,


77. Jean CARMODY
Early Days Of The Upper Murray. Wangaratta, Shoestring Press, 1981. Octavo, pp. x + 175, endpaper maps, cloth gilt with dust-wrapper. $50

History of North Eastern Victoria and South Eastern New South Wales.

78. [Castlemaine Association of Pioneers and Old Residents]

79. P.L. CHAUNCY

80. Florence CHUK

81. Michael CLARKE
'Big' Clarke. Melbourne, Queensberry Hill Press, 1980. Large octavo, frontispiece in colour, plates, pp. xvi + 284, cloth, gilt, with dust-wrapper, mint. Scarce. $100

82. F. McKenzie CLARKE
Early Days on Bendigo ... Edited by Frank Cusack. Melbourne, Queensberry Hill Press, 1979. Octavo, pp. 86, half morocco, gilt top edge, frontispiece in colour, folding map. $120

Edition of 100 specially bound copies, signed and numbered by the editor (No.78).

83. Colac
84. David Collins
Account of a Voyage to Establish a Settlement in Bass's Straits, to which is added a Description of Port Phillip, and an account of the landing at the Derwent in 1804, Edited from the Despatches of David Collins Esq. Lieut.-Governor by John Currey. Melbourne, The Colony Press, 1886. Tall octavo, pp. 259, marbled boards and quarter calf, outer edges uncut (very pale sprinkle of foxing along these edges). 
One of 320 numbered copies (No.67). $350

85. David Collins

86. J. B. Cooper
The History of Prahran. Revised edition, Melbourne, Modern, 1924. Octavo, pp. xiv (numbered xvi) + 372, tipped-in frontispiece portrait and one other plate in colour, plates, scattered pale foxing, original cloth, rear joint with one chip. $220

87. John Butler Cooper
The History of St. Kilda from its first settlement to a City and after 1840 to 1930, Melbourne, Printers Pty Ltd, 1931. Two volumes, octavo, plates, tipped-in frontispieces, plates, pp. 405 + 338, blue cloth, top edges gilt, tape marks to endpapers, snug to spine of Vol. 2, inscribed by previous owner. $150

88. Evelyn R. Costin

89. Helen Coulson

90. B. Cowderoy
Melbourne's Commercial Jubilee Notes from the records of fifty years' work of the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce. Melbourne, Mason, Firth & McCutcheon, 1901. Octavo, portrait frontispiece and two plates, a very good copy in original cloth (a little flecked along outer edge). $200

91. DesCowley and Clare Williamson

92. Kenneth Cox

93. Jan Critchett
A Distant Field of Murder. Melbourne University Press, 1990. Octavo, plates, pp. 303, a fine copy in original boards with dust-wraper. $100
With author's signed inscription on title-page.

94. Peter Cuffley

95. Edward M. Curr
Recollections of Squatting in Victoria, Then Called the Port Phillip District (from 1841 to 1851). Melbourne, George Robertson, 1883. Octavo, pp. xii + 452, folding map expertly backed, small stains and neat repairs to blank margins of twenty early leaves including title, slight stain at head of final leaves and rear endpapers, original cloth, repaired on upper joint and with old staining along the upper section of the front board, preserved in a handsome half morocco book box, Ferguson 8878. $1400
From the author's own library, which was purchased by us from his grandson at the Curr property near Trunulle in 1973. Curr first visited Melbourne in 1839 and his recollections deal with the early period of squatting before it produced great wealth. On 1841 he was sent from Tasmania to manage Wolfs Craig station seventy miles from Melbourne, and he subsequently managed the Tongula, Lower Moira, Colbinabbin, Coragorag and Corop runs, and was involved with his brother in the Corop run. He includes a great deal of material on the local Aborigines, the Bangarang people, studying their customs, rites and languages. It was this interest which led to his later work The Australian Race.

96. Edward M. Curr
Recollections of Squatting in Victoria Then called the Port Phillip District (from 1841-1851). Melbourne University Press, 1965. Octavo, pp. xvi + 194, plates and maps, a very good copy, cloth, with dust-wraper. $70

97. Frank Cusack

98. Robin Da Costa

99. Charles Daley
The History of South Melbourne from the Foundation of Settlement at Port Phillip to the year 1938. Melbourne, Robertson & Mullens, 1940. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 407, red boards, gilt, pictorial end-papers, minor foxing, a very good copy. $200

100. Thomas A. Darragh
The Establishment: An Development Of Engraving And Lithography in Melbourne to the time of the Gold Rush. Thamb Creek, Garranvembi Press 1990. Large octavo, tipped in plates, original full calf, housed in sliding cloth case within publisher's slipcase of quarter cloth and papered boards, a fine copy. Edition of twenty-three deluxe copies, bound at the press: this being one of the twelve subscriber's copies. The second of the Garravembi Press books and a handsome work. $450

101. Graeme Davison

102. Paul De Serville
Port Phillip Gentlemen and Good Society in Melbourne Before the Gold Rushes. Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1980. Octavo, pp. 256, illustrated, with dust-wraper, fine copy. $50

103. Paul De Serville

104. Arthur Dean

105. H. P. Down
A Century in Printing The Story of Sands & McDougall during its first hundred years 1853-1953. (Melbourne, 1956). Large octavo, portraits, pp. 100, a fine copy in presentation padded morocco, all edges gilt. $200

106. E. A. Doyle [Editor]

107. Dromana
History of Beautiful Dromana, the geographical centre of the Mornington Peninsula, Melbourne's seaside heritage. Melbourne, Spencer Jackson & Co. Pty. Ltd., (1927). Octavo, illustrated from photographs, full-page map and three full-page subdivision plans, pp. 32 stapled in pictorial wrappers, a fine copy. $200

Science brochure produced in connection with the subdivision of two large estates, by the Secretary of the Dromana Progress Association and local real estate agent, Spencer Jackson.
134. [Geelong]

135. George A GIBBS
Water Supply and Sewerage Systems of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Compiled from Official Documents. Melbourne, Engineering Publishing, 1925. Octavo, many sepia plates, some folding, a couple of patches of adhesion, two large folding maps, pp. 180, original cloth, gilt. $100

The illustrations include cattle raised on the Metropolitan Farm.

136. [Gippsland]
Kongwak, the Valley of Peace 1883-1983 [cover title]. Octavo, black & white plates, pp. 164, original pictorial wrappers. $40

137. Gold Fields

138. Gold Fields
Report From the Select Committee Upon Brown’s Diggings, Proceedings of Committee, Minutes of Evidence and appendices. Melbourne, Government Printer, 1860. Foolscap folio, pp. 96, recent binder’s cloth. $120

Investigation of a disputed prospecting claim.

139. James GRANT
The Narrative of a Voyage of Discovery, Performed in His Majesty’s Vessel the Lady Nelson. Facsimile edition, Melbourne, Heritage Publications, n.d. Quarto, the cockatoe plate in colour, a very good copy with dust-wrapper. $200

140. Tom GRIFFITHS [Editor]
The Life and Adventures of Edward Snell. The Illustrated Diary of an Artist, Engineer and Adventurer in the Australian Colonies 1849 to 1859. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1988. Large octavo, pp. xiv + 480, illustrated, two double-page Geelong views in colour, boards with dust-wrapper, small bookplate, a fine copy. $60

This is the first publication of Snell’s Australian diary, recording his experiences in South Australia, Tasmania and Victoria. After some months on the Bendigo goldfields he won the contract to build Australia’s first country railway, the Geelong-Melbourne line.

141. Russell GRIMWADE
Finders Lane, Recollections of Alfred Felton. Melbourne University Press, 1947. Octavo, frontispiece, wood engravings by Helen Ogilvie, pp. 105, cloth with marked dust-wrapper, a good copy. $85

142. Ian GROSS

History of La Trobe’s services to the Victoria community, his support of the establishment of schools, churches, the University and the Public Library.

143. Henry Field GURNER
Chronicle of Port Phillip Now the Colony of Victoria, from 1770 to 1840. Melbourne, George Robertson, 1876. Octavo, pp. iv + 52, original wrappers chipped along backstrip, a very good copy. $250

144. Charles Browning HALL
Old Melbourne Notebook 1852 - 1854 Wherein the opinions of Charles Browning Hall concerning that city, the State of Victoria and the Diggings are expressed and embellished with pencil sketches. Perth, Access Press, 1996. Quarto, plates, pp. 56, publisher’s textured boards with pictorial onlay, gilt. $75

Deluxe edition limited to 250 numbered copies (#12).

145. Thomas HAM

Limited to 155 copies (#8).

146. George HAMILTON
Experiences of a Colonist Forty Years Ago; A Journey from Port Phillip to South Australia in 1839 and a Voyage from Port Phillip to Adelaide in 1846, by an Old Hand. Adelaide, J. Williams, 1880 (second edition). Octavo, three leaves of original photographs from the author’s drawings, publisher’s embossed cloth gilt, one corner bruised, small corner of free endpaper lost, inscribed from Geo. Hamilton to H. Gurner, Ferguson 103/4, Holden 49. $2100

Very uncommon. One section of the text is new to this edition: “A Voyage from Port Phillip to Adelaide in 1846”. See Holden for details of the plates, which are photographs of Hamilton’s drawings, similar to the sketches which he contributed to the published journals of Grey and Eyre.

147. George HAMILTON
Experiences of a Colonist Forty Years Ago; A Journey from Port Phillip to South Australia in 1839 and a Voyage from Port Phillip to Adelaide in 1846; By An Old Hand. Adelaide, Libraries Board of South Australia, facsimile edition 1974. Octavo, plastic cloth. $80

148. James C. HAMILTON

Scarce.

149. Rev. Andrew HARPER
The Honourable James Balfour M. L. C.; A Memoir. Melbourne, Critchley Parker, 1918. Octavo, frontispiece, pp. 334, plates, original cloth, minor foxing to edges, offsetting to endpapers. $60

Biography of Victorian merchant and politician who was active in the Presbyterian church.

150. Ross HARTNELL
Pack Tracks to Pastures A History of Poowong District. Poowong Centenary Committee, 1974. Octavo, pp. xiv + 227, illustrated, vinyl boards, with dust-wrapper, author’s signed inscription, a very good copy. $55

151. Roy C. HARVEY
Background to Beechworth from 1852 ... Third edition. Beechworth, 1964. Octavo, pp. 64, illustrated in-text, stiffened pictorial wrappers. $40

152. Don HAUSER
Printers of the Streets and Lanes of Melbourne, Melbourne, Nonscript Press, 2006. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 171, boards, pictorial endpapers, dust-wrapper, as new. $90

Limited edition of 1084 numbered copies (#1068).

153. George Henry HAYDON
Five Years’ Experience in Australia Felix, comprising a short account of its early settlement and its present position, with many particulars interesting to intending emigrants. With illustrations by Henry Hainselin, from sketches made on the spot by the author. London, Hamilton, Adams, & Co., 1846. Octavo, original cloth, a couple of small abrasions to front joint, the Wantrup copy with book label. $1100

Haydon deals sensitively with the Victorian aborigines, defending their culture, abilities and rights. He criticises the system of Aboriginal Protectorates, maintaining that the Protectors were “haughty and tyrannical and, as a result, actually detrimental to the Aboriginal people, and that the Chief Protector, G.A. Robinson, was ill-qualified and incompetent. The work also contains a narrative of a journey which he made from Westernport to Port Albert, Gippsland, in search of a stock route in 1844 (Walsh and Hooton 108). Ferguson, 4305.

154. G. H. HAYDON
Five Years’ Experience in Australia Felix. Quernberry Hill Press, 1983. Two volumes, tipped-in frontispieces, 2 tipped-in plates (vol. 2), pp. 130 + 123, publisher’s leather binding, gilt, card slipcase, a fine set. $360

Edition limited to 155 copies.

155. Isaac HEBB
The History of Colac and District. Melbourne, The Hotham Press, 1970. Octavo, plates, pp. xii + 404, dust-wrapper, original linen boards, one corner bruised, with dust-wrapper (spine sunned, short tear along upper joint), unrelated inscription. $200

Uncommon - an edition of 500 copies only.

156. Heidelberg 1937
City of Heidelberg Civic Centre Official Opening. Heidelberg Mayor’s Charity Fund, 1937. Octavo, sepia photographs, maps, advertisements, pp. 40, colour pictorial wrappers, a fine copy. $130
157. G. M. Hibbins

158. Geoff Hocking
To the Diggings! A celebration of the 150th anniversary of the discovery of gold in Australia. Melbourne, Lothian Books, 2000. Quarto, illustrated throughout in colour and black & white, original boards with dust-wrapper, small bruise at one point. $65

159. Graham Hocking, and others
G 42. Puffing Billy’s Big Brother Pictorial history of a Beyer Garratt. The Puffing Billy Preservation Society, 1981. Quarto, colour and black & white plates, pp.64, folding diagram, a fine copy, original card wrappers. $50

160. Robert Hoddle

The title of a text published on 31 July 1841 as a full-page in the Port Phillip Gazette. George Arden was editor and co-proprietor of the Gazette.

161. Ter Holth
Cattlemen of the High Country. Adelaide &c., Ríghy, 1980. Square octavo, illustrated, pp. 224, boards with dust-wrapper, endpapers with a couple of tape marks, a very good copy. $60

162. W. H. Howell and Hamilton Hume

163. A. W. Howitt
The Native Tribes of South-East Australia. London, Macmillan, 1904. Thick octavo, pp. xx + 819, folding maps, plates, first and final few leaves with a pale stain at inner margin head, untrimmed in recent half morocco by Dove Bindery. $650

164. Josiah Hughes
Australia Revisited in 1890, and Excursions in Egypt, Tasmania, and New Zealand. He undertook a second voyage in 1890. The Reminiscences reveal every stage of the venture, from the departure from Melbourne with stores, to the completion of a roomy homestead, from the threat of bankruptcy to substantial success within a decade.

165. (Illustrated Newspaper)
Australasian Sketcher, Nos. 1 – 187. Melbourne, Wilson and Mackinnon, April 1873 – December 1884. Seven volumes, 187 issues in all (including one duplicate), folio, illustrated with wood-engraved plates and views throughout, many full-page and double-page, six volumes in modern calf, one in half red morocco of the period. $45,000

A long run of Australia’s most famous illustrated newspaper. Issued generally at monthly intervals, but occasionally fortnightly, this publication offers us unrivalled detail of life in the boom years of the 1880s. There is extensive coverage of the great Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880. Starting with the planning and construction of the glorious Royal Exhibition Building, this coverage includes the arrival and organisation of the international exhibits, the ceremonies attending the official opening, and the presentation and contents of the various courts. At the same time, Victoria was in the news for the drama of Ned Kelly’s exploits, arrest, trial and execution - dramatic events which have become deeply embedded in Australia’s psyche. It was this illustrated journal which provided some of the most striking and memorable images of Kelly’s life.

166. William S. James
A History of Shepparton, Showing its earliest development and subsequent progress; also topical items of interest. Shepparton 1938 Quarto, illustrated, pp. 112, two library stamps, a very good copy in original pictorial wrappers. $150

167. G. F. James
A Homestead History. Being the Reminiscences and Letters of Alfred Joyce of Plaistow and Norwood, Port Phillip, 1843 to 1864. Melbourne University Press, 1942. Octavo, plates, pp. 200, endpaper maps, original boards with contrasting cloth spine, dust-wrapper with minor chipping to edges, very good copy. $85

First edition. Alfred Joyce and his brother began their pastoral partnership on the Upper Loddon early in 1844. The Reminiscences reveal every stage of the venture, from the departure from Melbourne with stores, to the completion of a roomy homestead, from the threat of bankruptcy to substantial success within a decade.

168. G. F. James

169. G. F. James

170. Edward Jenks
The Government of Victoria (Australia). Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide and Brisbane, George Robertson & Co, 1897. Octavo, slight erasure from title, pp. 403, covers with minor markings, a good copy in original cloth, outer edges uncut. $60

171. Michael Jones
Frankston, Resort to City. Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1989. Octavo, illustrated, plates, pp. 304, vinyl boards, with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $45

172. Michael Jones
173. S.W. JONNES
First published in 1884; this deluxe edition limited to 100 numbered copies (#4), signed by the publisher.

174. J. KEATING
A record of all the important swinging peals, public bells and many of the carillons, chimes and single bells in clock towers and church towers.

175. William KELLY
Life in Victoria or Victoria in 1853, and Victoria in 1858. Showing the march of improvement made by the colony within those periods, in town and country, cities and the diggings. Kilmore, Lowden Publishing Co., 1977. Facsimile edition (the two volumes here in one), includes Index and Notes, boards with dust-wrapper, as new. $100

176. Margaret KIDDLE
First edition.

177. Robert KNOPOWD
Limited to 155 copies (#8).

178. Charles Joseph LA TROBE
Landscapes and Sketches: Introduction by Dianne Reilly, Notes by Victoria Hammond. Melbourne, State Library of Victoria, 1999. Oblong quarto, plates in colour, crimson leather, colour design laid to upper cover, marbled endpapers, edges gilt, plates in colour, crimson leather, colour design laid to upper cover, with matching slipcase, plates in colour, dust-wrapper, marbled endpapers, edges gilt, publisher’s leather, colour design laid to upper cover, with matching slipcase, a very good copy. $70
One of the special edition of only 25 numbered copies (no. 11), signed by the contributors.

179. Charles Joseph LA TROBE
Landscapes and Sketches: Introduction by Dianne Reilly, Notes by Victoria Hammond. Melbourne, State Library of Victoria, 1999. Oblong quarto, plates in colour, crimson leather, colour design laid to upper cover, marbled endpapers, edges gilt, with matching slipcase. $60
One of the special edition of only 25 numbered copies (no. 11), signed by the contributors.

180. Francis Peter LABILLIERE
Early History Of The Colony Of Victoria, From Its Discovery To Its Establishment As A Self-governing Province Of The British Empire In Two Volumes. London, Sampson Low, Marston, 1878. Small octavo, pp. 312 + 22, 371,a fine set in original cloth, gilt and decorated, Ferguson 11264. $450

181. Fr. Leo LANE

182. Dr. W.R.(Roy) LANG
History of Victorian hospital founded in 1852: this copy with related material loosely inserted, and signed and inscribed by author.

183. Alice M. LAPTHORNE
Mildura Calling with foreword by Bernard Cronin. Melbourne, Bread & Cheese Club, 1946. Small octavo, illustrations, pp. 64, dust-wrapper. $50

184. Noel E LEARMOUTH

185. A.T. LEATHERBEE (Editor)
Knocking About; Being some adventures of Augustus Baker Peirce in Australia ... Illustrated by the Winter. New Haven, Yale University Press, 1924. Octavo, pp. 176, illustrated throughout, with chipped dust-wrapper. $70
Peirce captured steamboats on the Murray.

186. Joan LINDSAY
Picnic at Hanging Rock. Melbourne, 1967. Octavo, pp. 212, original boards, with dust-wrapper, spine sunned, an attractive copy. $500
A surprisingly difficult book to find in the first edition: complete with the separate 1987 final chapter The Secret of Hanging Rock (card wrappers as issued).

187. Brian LLOYD & H. COMBES
Gold at Gaffney’s Creek. Wangaratta, Shoestring, 1983. Octavo, pp.x + 268, illustrated, cloth with dust-wrapper, a mint copy. $100

188. Allan LOCKWOOD
Natimuk - Spans a Century. Wellington, Aeneas MacDonald, 1987. Octavo, unpaginated, blue cloth, previous owner's inscription. $45

189. Jack LONEY

190. Aeneas MACDONALD
One Hundred Years Of Presbyterianism In Victoria. Melbourne, Robertson & Mullen, 1957. Octavo, frontispiece portrait and plates, pp. 190, two leaves offset, minor foxing to edges, a very good copy in original cloth, gilt, previous owners name inscribed. $60

191. Richard MACKAY
Recollections Of Early Gippsland GoldfieldsBeing memorandum of the discovery and exploration of Gippsland by the discoverer, the late Angus McMillan, and supplied by him in 1862 to the present writer, from discoverer’s original notes. Traumlgn, The Author, 1916. Octavo, stapled in original marked wrappers, two leaves damaged at the staple, author's inscription, scarce. $100

192. J. M. MacKENZIE

193. M E MACKENZIE
Shipwrecks. Being the Historical Account of Shipwrecks Along the Victorian Coast from Peterborough to Cape Otway. 1843-1914. Melbourne, 1974. Small octavo, illustrations, pp.190, boards, dust-wrapper, inscribed by previous owner, a very good copy. $40

194. Francis MACKLE
The Footprints of our Catholic Pioneers. The Beginnings of the Church in Victoria 1839-1859. Melbourne, Advocate, n.d. Octavo, portraits and plates, pp. x + 204, fawn cloth, a good copy. $80

195. Donald MACLEAN
Balwyn 1841-1941. Melbourne, Catherine Gregor, 1942. Small octavo, boards, pp.23, a fine copy. $150
This edition limited to 30 copies signed by the author (No.7).

196. J. A. MAHER

197. Margaret MANION

198. [Map] John TALLIS
Victoria Or Port Phillip. London & New York, John Tallis & Company, n.d. (c. 1850). Engraved map with original outline colour, mounted, framed and glazed. $350
A pleasantly decorated pre-gold Tallis map of Victoria, engraved by J. Rapkin.

199. James MARTIN
Parts 3 and 4 in a small series of Castlemaine titles.

200. H. G. MARTINDALE

201. Aldo MASSOLA

202. Aldo MASSOLA
Coranderrk, A History of the Aboriginal Station. Kilmore, Lowden, 1975. Octavo, pp. xii + 109, binder's cloth in dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $100
203. Aldo MASSOLA
Journey to Aboriginal Victoria. Adelaide, Rigby, 1969. Octavo, pp. xii + 204, plates, boards with dust-wrapper, previous owners inscription, good tight copy. $80

204. Janet McCALMAN

205. Janet McCALMAN

206. T. R. McCONNELL
The History of Barham. Melbourne, 1951. Octavo, pp. 124, portrait illustrations, cloth with dust-wrapper, slight shelf wear to edges of dust-wrapper. $50

207. Harry Allan MCCORKEll

208. H. A. McCORKEll

209. Georgiana MCCRAE
Georgiana's Journal. Melbourne a Hundred years Ago. First edition, Sydney, Angus & Robertson Limited, 1934. Large octavo, plates, line drawings, pp. 314, end-paper maps, endpapers through-printed, very pale foxing to edges, spine sunned at foot of spine where dust-wrapper lacks a section (further small patches missing at foot of front panel). $165

210. Hugh McCRAE (editor)
Georgiana's Journal - Melbourne 1841-1865. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1966. Octavo, pp. xxiii + 262, original cloth with chipped dust-wrapper, inscribed by previous owner. $60

211. George Gordon McCRAE
Recollections of Melbourne & Port Phillip Bay in the early forties. Adelaide, Sulivan's Cove, 1887. Small octavo, pp. 74, as new, cloth with dust-wrapper, limited to 220 numbered copies (No.10). First edition in book form. $55

212. Pru GoldRICK
Steamhorse to Power; A History of Morwell Town. Morwell Shire Council, 1979. Octavo, plates, pp. 120, green boards with dust-wrapper, a very good copy. $40

213. Gwen McWILLIAM

214. (Melbourne)

215. (Melbourne)
The Book Of Melbourne Australia 1935. Melbourne, 1935. Quarto, plates, pp.144, boards with scattered foxing. Issued by the Victorian branch of the BMA. Contains chapters on the History and Development of Victoria & Melbourne, the Aborigines of Australia, the Arts & medical practice and research in Australia. $50

216. (Melbourne)
The Old Pioneers Memorial Almanac From Nov 19th 1934 to Nov 19th 1935. Melbourne, 1935. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 33, wrappers, includes loosely inserted list of memorial graves, stamp to top corner of front wrapper, a fine copy. $60

217. (Melbourne)
The Public Library of Victoria 1856-1956. Melbourne, 1956. Octavo, pp. xii + 148, frontispiece in colour, plates, contrasting cloth, gilt, with dust-wrapper, as new. $50

218. Melbourne.
Australian Publicity Council, n.d. (1954/5). Oblong quarto, colour and black & white plates, pp. 80, spiral bound in thick card wrappers, a very good copy. A work that formed part of Melbourne's pre-Olympics promotions. Layout and art work (including front cover) by P. A. Trompf. $50

219. Melbourne Hospital
The Twenty-Third Annual Report of the Committee of Management of the Melbourne Hospital; and A List of Subscriptions and Donations for 1870. Mason, Firth, & M'Cutchcn, 1871. Octavo, pp. 48, with small addendum slip, sewn in printed wrappers. $60

220. Melbourne Teachers' College
"The Trainee" Special War Number: Issued under the auspices of The Old Trainees' Association. Melbourne, Ford & Son, 1919. Quarto, portraits, pp. 94, original wrappers, a fine copy. Of the 555 men who entered the college between 1900 and 1918, 190 enlisted and 36 of these lost their lives. This record gives portraits and details of those who enlisted. $150

221. The Metropolitan Gas Company

222. Louise Anne MEREDITH
Over the Straits; A Visit to Victoria. London, Chapman and Hall, 1861. Octavo, pp. xii, 284, reissued in the original blue embossed cloth (a little stained), new endpapers, a good copy. $350

223. George. MEUDELL
The Pleasant Career of a Spendthrift. London, George Routledge, [1929]. Octavo, pp. 289, original cloth, previous owner's inscription, minor flecking to boards, offsetting to back endpapers, a fine copy. $190

First edition: scarce, and unpaginated.

224. Royal R. MILLER
The Upper Murray: A Centenary Survey With Special References to the Corryong District. Melbourne, 1934. Octavo, frontispiece and plates, pp. 124, a little foxing (mainly on fore-edge), spine with a few pale spots, a very good copy in original cloth, gilt, inscribed by previous owner. Scarce. $220

225. T.L. MITCHELL
Three Expeditions Into The Interior Of Eastern Australia, with descriptions of the recently explored region of Australia Felix. London, T. & W. Boone, 1838. Two volumes, octavo, with large folding map with original hand-colouring, fifty-one plates and maps, some hand-coloured, some folding, lithographed titles, a superior set in original cloth, some slackness in the second volume. $3300

First edition. It was on his third expedition in 1836, intended to complete the survey he had begun of the Darling river, that Mitchell moved south from the Murray into the promising south-western portion of Victoria, naming it Australia Felix. He reached the mouth of the Glenelg river, and within a few days "to their maternal surprise, he found the Henty brothers already established at Portland" (A.D.B.). Unlike most of the other major accounts of Australian exploration, the work soon went into a second edition: see following item. Ferguson, 2553; Wanstrup, 124a.

226. Thomas Livingstone MITCHELL
Three expeditions into the interior of eastern Australia, with descriptions of the recently explored region of Australia Felix. London, T. & W. Boone, second edition 1839. Two volumes, octavo, with plates (some coloured), and coloured maps, later sprinkled calf, spines gilt with double lettering pieces, an uncommonly clean copy. $2750

Ferguson, 2811; Wanstrup, 125.

227. Alexander Fullerton MOLLISON
An Overlanding Diary April - December 1837, from Urarta Station, on the Murrumbidgee, to Port Phillip, Victoria. Edited, with notes by J. O. Randell. Melbourne, Mast Gully Press, 1980. Octavo, portraits, endpaper map, pp. xviii + 91, a fine copy in original cloth with dust-wrapper. $50

Edition limited to 300 numbered copies (#30).
228. William MOODIE
Journal of a pioneer pastoralist in the Casteron area of Northern Victoria.

229. Leslie MOORHEAD
Mornington...In the wake of Flinders. Melbourne, Shire of Mornington, 1971. Octavo, pp. 269, illustrations, boards with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $50
Traces the development of Mornington from the first white man entering Port Phillip Bay to the present.

230. (Mooroopa)
Ian MORRISON (editor)
Frontier Life In The Loddon Protectorate: Episodes Reminiscences of residents of Echuca.
233.
Edgar MORRISON
'Telemachus', written and compiled by Francis Myers and Trinity Chambers. Melbourne, Ferguson & Mitchell Limited, 1892. Octavo, large folding lithographed map of Victoria (with an old tape stain at one corner), and separate map of suburban lines, very minor sprinkle of foxing on a couple of leaves, a fine copy in publisher's presentation hard-grained morocco. $650
From the library of the Earl of Hopetoun, Governor of Victoria from 1889 to 1895.

237. Peter R. MURRAY and John C. WELLS
From Sand, Swamp and Heath: A History of Caulfield. City of Caulfield, 1980. Large octavo, pp. 278, plates, with no dust-wrapper, number 25 of a specially bound limited edition signed by the authors and the mayor of Caulfield. $75

238. Francis MYERS
The Victorian Tourist's Railway Guide, edited by 'Telemachus', written and compiled by Francis Myers and Trinity Chambers. Melbourne, Ferguson & Mitchell Limited, 1892. Octavo, large folding lithographed map of Victoria (with an old tape stain at one corner), and separate map of suburban lines, very minor sprinkle of foxing on a couple of leaves, a fine copy in publisher's presentation hard-grained morocco. $650

239. National Trust
Historic Homesteads Of Australia, Volume One. Canberra, Australian Council of National Trusts, 1975 (reprint). Quarto, plates, pp. 288, cloth, dust-wrapper, a fine copy $60

240. National Trust

241. (Nhill)
Official Souvenir – Nhill, issued by the Frank Wilmot Memorial Committee, 1955. Octavo, pp. x + 308, plates, gilt backstrip, with dust wrapper, inscribed by previous owner. $55

242. G. Harvey NICHOLSON (editor)
First Hundred Years, Scotch College, Melbourne, 1851-1951. Melbourne, 1952. Octavo, colour frontispiece, colour and black & white plates, two folding plates, pp. 721, red cloth, boards marked, dust-wrapper missing front overlap. $350

243. Bill O'CALLAGHAN

244. Betty OSBORN & T. DuBOURG
Maryborough: A Social History, 1854-1904. MaryboroughCityCouncil, 1985. Octavo, illustrated, original boards with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $50

245. Richard OSBURN
The History Of Warrnambool, Capital Of The Western Ports Of Victoria, From 1847 (when The First Government Land Sales Took Place) Up To The End Of 1886. Fuscumile edition, Warrnambool, Pirson & Co., 1880. Small octavo, folding plates, maps and tables, pp. 368, cloth gilt with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $130
Includes the summary and index pamphlet prepared by Jill Suggett.

246. Vance PALMER
Frank Wilmot (Furnley Maurice). Melbourne, The Frank Wilmot Memorial Committee, 1942. Small octavo, pp. 38, frontispiece portrait, contrasting cloth. $65
A short biography of poet Frank Wilmot along with an appreciation of and bibliography of his poetry. Edition limited to 350 copies.

247. Arthur Victor PALMER

248. Arthur Victor PALMER

249. Yvonne S. PALMER
Track of the Years: The Story of St. Arnaud. Melbourne University Press, 1955. Octavo, pp. x + 308, plates, gilt backstrip, with dust wrapper, inscribed by previous owner. $55

250. Yvonne S. PALMER
Track of the Years: The Story of St. Arnaud. Melbourne University Press, 1955. Octavo, pp. x + 308, plates, publisher's special binding of navy calf, gilt, small marks and blemishes. $100

251. Nicholas PATESHALL

252. Raymond PAULL

253. J. W. PAYNE
One of a numbered edition of 200 copies signed by the author and printer (#186).

254. A. M. PEARSON
Echoes from the Mountains,And History of the Omeo Shire Council. Melbourne, 1969. Octavo, pp. 404, illustrated, cloth with dust-wraper, a very good copy. $60

255. Harry H. PECK
Memoirs of a Stockman. Melbourne, reprinted 1946. Octavo, plates, pp. 359, original cloth a trace flecked, gilt, a superior copy. $120
256. Harry PECK
Memoirs of a Stockman. Melbourne, Stock and Land, 1972 (fourth reprint). Octavo, illustrations, pp. 373, green cloth, dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $80

257. Victoria PEEI et al.

258. R.T.M. PESCOTT

259. Valmai PHILLIPS
Romance Of Australian Lighthouses. Adelaide, Rigby, 1977. Octavo, illustrated, pp. 221, original cloth with dust-wrapper. Includes accounts of the lives of the lighthouse keepers. $40

260. (Photography)
Glimpses of Australia: Depicting scenes, cities, industries, and interesting phases of Australia life, with concise literary descriptions. Melbourne, Sydney, Perth, Brisbane &c., Gordon & Gotch, 1897. Two volumes, oblong quarto, 384 full-page plates, a handful of neat repairs and an occasional short tear, original half maroon calf, foot of one spine splitting, one and an occasional short tear, original half full-page plates, a handful of neat repairs. $650

261. [Police]

262. L.L. POLITZER (Editor)

263. (Port Fairy)
Port Fairy. Port Fairy, Moyne Publications, 1963. Octavo, pp.6, map to back wrapper, limp stapled wrappers, a fine copy. $40

264. [Portland]
Portland (Victoria) as a Town 19th. November, 1849. Souvenir Issued on the Occasion of the Proclamation. No place or publisher, 1949. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 16, green wrappers. $70

265. (Port Melbourne)
Report upon the Various Plans for the Improvement of the Port of Melbourne 27th January 1854. Melbourne, John Ferres, Government Printer, 1855. Foolscap folio, pp. 10, folding lithographed map loosely inserted, Parliamentary paper C-No. 50a of 1855. $300

The map of the Bay shows works in progress, works completed, and works not commenced, and gives an outline of street layout in Williamstown, Footscray, North Melbourne, Melbourne, Emerald Hill, Sandridge and St. Kilda.

266. J. W. POWLING
Port Fairy: The First Fifty Years, 1837-1887: A Social History. Melbourne, Heinemann, 1980. Octavo, pp. xii + 319, plates, original cloth with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $70

267. (Prahran)

268. Ambrose PRATT

The verso of the first leaf lists a number of companies - Yarra Falls Limited, Australian Knitting Mills Limited, Austral Silk and Cotton Mills Limited, Julius Kayser, and Globe Worsted Mills - and since the next six pages deal with the manufacture of textiles in Victoria, the booklet is presumably a promotional tool for these manufacturers. The essay which follows is attributed to Ambrose Pratt.

269. George PRESHAW
Banking under Difficulties, or Life on the Goldfields of Victoria, New South Wales & New Zealand. Melbourne, Edwards Dunlop & Co. 1888. Octavo, pp. 179, a fine copy in original pebbled cloth, Ferguson 14379. $375

270. Preston
Brief Biographies of Prominent Preston People. Preston, 1968. Octavo, 90 leaves, processed, versus blank, a very good copy. $50

271. [PRINT]
Malop Street, Geelong, looking East. Melbourne, 1863. Original steel-engraved view with later handcolouring, mounted, image approx. 12 x 15 cms. $100

272. [PRINT]
Melbourne looking East From the Dome of the Law Courts. Sydney, 1886. Woodblock panorama formed from joining two views, with added handcolouring, mounted, approx. 18 x 52 cms. $250

Panoramic view extracted from the Picturesque Atlas, formed by joining two separate prints.

273. [PRINT]
Camberwell Tara, The Residence of Matthew O’Shanassy, Esq., Camberwell. (1889) Original wood-engravings with later handcolouring, mounted, approx. 20 x 15 cm. $40

274. [PRINT]

275. [PRINT]
Inglewood. Inglewood Town Hall. (1886) Original wood engraving with later handcolouring, mounted, approx. 13 x 15 cm. $40
276. [PRINT]
Original steel-engraved plate with later hand colouring, mounted, approx. 15 x 17 cm. 
$100

277. [PRINT]
Mordialloc; Coffee Palace, Mordialloc, directly opposite Railway Station. (1888). Original lithograph with later hand colouring, mounted, approx. 13 x 18.5 cm. 
$60

278. [PRINT]
Prahran; C. E. Connop, Architect, Cq. of Commercial Road & Balmoral St, Prahran. (1888). Original lithograph with later hand colouring, mounted, approx. 13 x 15.5 cm. 
$60

279. [PRINT]
St. Kilda Road; The Deaf and Dumb Institution, St. Kilda Road. (1880). Original wood engraving with later hand colouring, mounted, approx. 11 x 22.5 cm. 
$50

280. [PRINT]
Residence of Hon. M. H. Davies, Toorak. Melbourne, Ferguson & Mitchell (1888). Original lithograph with later hand colouring, mounted, approx.16 x 22 cm. 
$85

281. [PRINT]
$60

282. G.B PRITCHARD
$50

283. John O. RANDELL
$140

One of 100 copies of the de-luxe edition, numbered and signed by Randell.

284. J. O. RANDELL
$750

Volume 1 limited to 525 numbered and signed copies.

285. John Ormond RANDELL
$300

Edition limited to 525 numbered and signed copies.

286. J. O. RANDELL
$130

Edition limited to 775 signed and numbered copies (#5).

287. J. O. RANDELL
$60

Edition limited to 350 copies (#347).

288. Jim RIDGWAY & J. LOWDEN
$50

289. J G ROBERTS
Manuscript diary, 1922, in ink, octavo, in a Sands & McDougall cloth-backed papered boards diary of c. 52 leaves, but with many inserted leaves, news cuttings, photographs and printed ephemera. 

Roberts, born in 1860, was a noted Melbourne bibliophile, and it was on his property at Sassafras that C J Dennis lived while he was writing The Sentimental Bloke. At the date of this diary he was the Manager of the cable system of the Melbourne Tramways Board. The diary includes an illustrated account of a trip to Portland, Port Fairy and Cape Nelson. Amongst the inserted ephemera are programs for the Official Opening of the Exhibition of War Trophies, Relics and Pictures of the Australian War Museum at the Exhibition Buildings, Melbourne, 24 April, 1922, a Catalogue of Paintings by the Late A. McClintock, Athenaeum Hall, July 1922; Scarsdale Old Boys’ Reunion Unveiling of War Memorial, October 1922; and Barcham’s Portland Guide 1920-1921. Seven earlier diaries are held by the State Library of Victoria. 

290. Stephen H. ROBERTS
$55

291. Craig ROBERTSON
$40

292. E Graeme ROBERTSON
Ornamental Cast Iron in Melbourne. Melbourne, Georgian House, 1967. Quarto, pp. 229, illustrated throughout in black-and-white, original canvas, calf titling label, dust-wrapper with small tear to top corner and clipped, water stain to the bottom of wrapper (blank side). 
$150

293. E. Graeme and Joan ROBERTSON
$55

294. E. Graeme ROBERTSON
$200

295. Dorothy ROGERS
$100

296. Hunter ROGERS
$45

Signed by the author.

297. Hunter ROGERS
$45

298. Robert RONALD
The Riviera; People and Properties. Melbourne, Cheshire, 1960. Octavo, plates, pp. xii + 184, owner’s details on half-title verso, a good copy in cloth with defective dust-wrapper : scarce. 
$170

299. Heather B. RONALD
$50

300. G.W. RUSDEN
$350

Limited to 155 copies (#8).

301. John SADLEIR
Recollections of a Victorian Police Officer. Melbourne, George Robertson, (1913).Octavo, frontispiece, pp. 312, plates, a very good copy in original cloth with short split at foot of front joint. 
$200

Covering over forty years’ of police work, the recollections include Sadleir’s command at Glenrowan during the Kelly siege.

302. Sands & McDougall
$200

303. C. E. SAYERS
$55
304. C. E. Sayers

305. C. E. Sayers & P. L. Yule
By These We Flourish; A History of Warrnambool. Second edition, Warrnambool Institute Press, 1987. Octavo, illustrated, pp. xviii + 359, original boards with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $45

306. Paul A Scholes

307. Ernest Scott
A History of the University of Melbourne. Melbourne University Press, 1936. Large octavo, pp. xx, 226, slight sunning to spine, a good copy. $230

308. Gladys Seaton
Gold Reef and Silver Tussock; Shire of Leigh, 1988. Quarto, plates, pp. 263, publisher's boards, dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $60

309. Geoffrey Serle
The Golden Age; A History of the Colony of Victoria 1851-1861. Melbourne University Press, 1963. Octavo, plates, pp. xvi + 455, red cloth, gilt to spine, dust-wrapper chipped edges and sunned, otherwise clean good copy. $60

310. [Seymour]
The Spirit; The Annual Magazine of the Students of Seymour High School, vol. 1 1948 [and later]. Seymour, 1948 – 1972. Octavo, a good but not complete early run, comprising volumes 1-5, 7-9, 11-25, and 25, illustrated, many copies signed by a member of staff (and subsequently Headmaster) J. R. Carroll and with related ephemera loosely inserted, publisher wrappers as issued. $100

311. Marjorie Shaw

312. Thomas Sheehy
Sandringham, A Sketchbook History Illustrated by Judith Wells. Bentleigh, no date. Octavo, illustrations, pp. viii + 92, index, stiffened wrappers and dust-wrapper (with old tape marks), plus loosely inserted map, a fine copy, with author's signature. $40

313. Dudley Sheppard

314. J. Sherwood et al.
Settlement of the Western District; From Prehistoric Times to the Present. Victoria, Warrnambool Press, 1985. Octavo, illustrations, maps, pp. 155, pictorial stiffened wrappers, a fine copy. $50

315. J. J. Shillinglaw

316. John Slater

317. Rosalind Smallwood

318. Arthur Smith
The History of Hawthorn to 1895. Hawthorn, Smith & Corrigan, 1896. Small octavo, pp. 113, modern quarter red morocoo over marbled boards, a very good copy. $650

319. R. Brough Smyth
The Goldfields and Mineral Districts of Victoria, with notes on the modes of occurrence of gold and other metals and minerals. Melbourne, John Ferres, 1869. Quarto, folding diagrams and maps, pp. 644, green embossed cloth, gilt to spine and top board, minor foxing to endpapers, a couple of sections bound out of order. $1200

320. Ivan Southall
A Tale of Box Hill; Day of the Forest. Melbourne, Box Hill City Council, 1957. Octavo, pp. xxii, 99, 8vo, original cloth with dust-wrapper, presentation copy, signed by the author; includes invitation to the Box Hill centenary dinner, 1957. $45

321. Ivan Southall
The Weaver from Meltham; The True Story of an Old Colonial Mill. Melbourne, Whitcombe & Tombs, 1950. Octavo, illustrated, pp. 150, original cloth in dust-wrapper. $45

322. Robert Spreadborough, & Hugh Anderson

323. H. J. Stacpoole

324. Fae Stevens

325. Fae Stevens and Elizabeth O'Brien

326. Roslyn Stevens
History of Malmibury; Malmsbury's 150th Birthday Celebration. (Malmibury?), 1987. Octavo, illustrations, pp. 80, stapled wrappers, fine copy. $25

327. Lynne Strahan
At the Edge of the Centre; A History of Williamstown. Melbourne, Hargreen Publishing and the City of Williamstown, 1994. Octavo, illustrated, pp. 489, boards with dust-wrapper, a fine copy. $50

328. Lynne Strahan

329. William Strutt
Victoria the Golden. Scenes, Sketches and Jottings from Naure. Melbourne, Parliament of Victoria, 1980. Oblong folio, colour illustrations, pp. 83, original cloth. $120

330. P. E. de Strzelecki

331. J. J. Stillinglaw & A. E. Copp
The Melbourne Mystery. London, John Lane The Bodley Head Limited, first edition (1929). Octavo, original pictorial black cloth, lettered and decorated in white and yellow, slightly rubbed and canted, Loder p. 222. $120

332. Set at the top end of Collins Street.

333. Jill Sutherland
Murrabit, Our Murrabit; The history of why we're how we are. Bendigo, the author, 2000. Two volumes, foolscap folio, illustrated, pp. 349 + 322, paperback. $100

334.(va)
333. Alexander SUTHERLAND
Victoria and its Metropolis, Past and Present. Melbourne, McCarron, Bird & Co., 1888. Two volumes, quarto, frontispieces, illustrations, pp. xi + 594, xii + 822, original black morocco, gilt to edges and boards, minor rubbing to boards, close to fine, and uncommon in this condition. $1500

334. Alexander SUTHERLAND

335. Edward SWEETMAN, C. LONG & J. SMYTH
A History Of State Education In Victoria. Melbourne, The Education Department of Victoria, 1922. Octavo, portraits and plates, pp. 312, sewing opened at title but firm, original semi-limp cloth. $50
Signed and dated by Sweetman.

336. Marten A. SYME
Shipping Arrivals and Departures Vols. 1-1798, 1845, Vol. 2, 1846-1855 Victorian Ports. Melbourne, Rebornk, 1984-87. Two volumes, octavo, illustrated, pp. 293 + 830, original cloth with dust-wrappers, a fine set. $120

337. Percy TAYLOR
Richmond's 100 years of Cricket, South Melbourne, C.G.Marsh, 1954. Octavo, plates (one a fold out plate), pp. 126, stiffened wrappers, inscribed by previous owner, loosely inserted related leaflet, a very good copy. $180

338. Marjorie TIPPING

339. Owen TOMLIN, M. BOSA and P. G. CHAMBERLAIN
Gold for the Finding: A Pictorial History of Gippsland's Jordan Goldfield. Melbourne, Hill of Content, 1979. Quarto, pp. 158, illustrated throughout, boards with dust-wraper, faint t ape-marks on endpapers, a good copy. $50


345. Charles TROEDEL (publisher)
The Eastern Market from top of Wellington Tavern. Melbourne Album Office, 1864. Tinted lithiography by James Buckingham Philp after Henry Gritten's drawing, image 27 x 42 cm., printed title below, recently mounted, framed and glazed. $2800
A fine copy: Haymarket terrace and the Eastern Market, corner of Bourke and Exhibition Streets.

346. J.H. TUCKEY
An Account of a Voyage to Establish a Colony at Port Philip. Melbourne, Marsh, Taylor & Walsh, 1794. Octavo, pp. 239, one of 500 numbered copies in calf. $160

347. James TUCKEY
Memoir of a Chart of Port Philip Surveyed in October 1803 ... Edited ... by John Currey. Melbourne, Colony Press, 1987. Octavo, pp. 129, one of 225 numbered copies (83), marbled boards and quarter calf. $150

348. Henry Giles TURNER
A History Of The Colony Of Victoria From its Discovery to its Absorption into the Commonwealth of Australia in Two Volumes. London, Longmans, Green and Co, 1904. Two volumes octavo, double-page street plan, large folding map, pp. 394 + 389, traces of pale foxing, original cloth gilt with minor marking, outer and lower edges untrimmed, a very good set. $350
The extensive Index was compiled by E. A. Petherick, the bibliographer and book collector, who was at the time a cataloguer with Francis Edwards & Co.

349. Henry Giles TURNER
Our Own Little Rebellion: The Story of the Eureka Stockade. Melbourne, Whitembe & Toms, n.d. Small octavo, frontispiece, illustrations, pp. 123, original cloth, a very good copy. $75

350. C. J. TYERS
Report of an Expedition to Ascertain the Position of the 141st Degree of East Longitude being the Boundary between New South Wales & South Australia. Melbourne, Queensberry Hill Press, 1976. Octavo, marbled boards and quarter morocco, end-pocket map, pp. 14 + iv, one of 350 numbered copies, fine. $150

351. Nancy ÜREN & N. TURNBULL
A History of Port Melbourne. Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1983. Octavo, pp. 296, illustrated, boards with dust-wraper, as new. $75
352. [University of Melbourne] The University of Melbourne, Centenary Celebrations 14 August to 16 August 1956. Melbourne, The University, 1956. Octavo, illustrations, pp. ix, 67, cloth, gilt, good copy. $50


354. (Victoria) Under Southern Skies Victoria...Australia. A factual presentation of the resources and development of South Eastern Victoria including Gippsland, Mornington Peninsula & The Dandenong Ranges [cover title]. Melbourne, Australian Publicity Council, n.d. (1954/5). Octavo, quarto, colour and black & white plates, pp. 80, spiral bound in thick card wrappers, a very good copy. $100 A work that formed part of Melbourne's pre-Olympics promotions. Layout and art work (including front cover) by P.A. Trompf.

355. (Victoria) Victorian Municipal Directory And Gazetteer; Also Commonwealth Guide And The Water Supply Record For 1931 Sixty-sixth year of publication. Melbourne, 1931. Thick octavo, pp. xiii + 858, original cloth-backed stiffened wrappers. $100

356. (Victoria) Victorian Year-Book 1916-17 by A. M. Lawton, Thirty-seventh issue. Melbourne, Government Printer, 1918. Thick octavo, maps (including three folding), pp. 906, original cloth-backed flushcut papered boards, a very good copy. $100

357. (Victoria) Victorian Year-Book 1932-33 by O. Gawler, Fifty-third issue. Melbourne, Government Printer, 1934. Octavo, folding map, pp. 512, original green cloth, gilt, inscribed neatly by previous owner, a very good copy. $50


360. The Victorian Historical Magazine. A long run, not complete, with extensive holdings from 1940 to 1995: in all, 129 issues (plus various Indexes and Reports) of the Magazine of The Royal Historical Society of Victoria. Original wrappers as issued. $650

361. Garnet WALCH Victoria in 1880. Melbourne, 1881. Large quarto, tinted lithographs, wood-engraved plates, illustrated throughout, original cloth worn at corners and foot of spine. $650


363. Ernest WARNER [Xavier College, View from the driveway towards the Chapel and the Administration wing] [picture] [ca. 1930s] Etched print, on cream paper, image 19.7 x 38 cm., signed in pencil below plate mark lower right E. Warner. $280 Edition statement inscribed in pencil below platemark lower left: 52 of 100.

364. (Wesley College) The History Of Wesley College 1920-1940. Melbourne, McCarron, Bird & Co, 1941. Octavo, black and white plates, pp.136, patterned endpapers, faded spine, bookplate, receipt fixed to inner back board. $75 Published to mark the school's 75th anniversary.

365. (Wesley College) Wesley College Gift Book 1949. Melbourne, n.p. n.d. Octavo, black and white illustrations, pp.48, purple reversed calf, gold crest to top board, spine sunned and with shelf wear to edges, internally bright. $50

366. [Western Port] Western Port from 1798; The State's Ideal Seaside. Melbourne, n.d. ( circa 1940s). Small octavo, map, sepia photographs, pp. 12, stapled wrappers with light foxing. $90

367. D. M. WHITTAKE Wangaratta; Being a History of the Township that Sprang Up at Ovens Crossing and Grew into a Modern City 1824 - 1983- 1963. Wangaratta, 1963. Octavo, plates, pp. 184, original boards, gilt, as issued without dust-wrapper. $50


370. William B. WITHERS The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time. With Plans, Illustrations, and Original Documents. First edition, Ballarat, The "Ballarat Star" Office, 1870. Octavo, additional chromolithographic title-page, folding frontispiece view, eighteen plates (six double-page), pp. 216, errata slip, original embossed cloth, backstrip sunned, hinges weak, a clean and attractive copy, presentation inscription from the Vice-President of the School of Mines, see F. 18713. $1250
